
A Northern Approach: 
Hybrid micro-grids offer off-grid energy solutions for NWT 

 
October 11, 2016 -- With the introduction of a new, nationwide carbon pricing initiative by 
the federal government, pressure on the Northwest Territories to reduce its dependency on 
diesel through smart investments in off-grid renewable energies is greater than ever before. 
 
Research shows the practical solution lies in hybrid micro-grids that target diesel usage in 
remote thermal communities and at industry sites, rather than focusing on high cost, high 
risk mega-projects like large-scale hydroelectric dams. 
 
“The federal government has indicated that it knows special provisions are required to 
address the unique situation facing northern and vulnerable communities. The North needs a 
proactive strategy,” says former GNWT Minister Michael Miltenberger, one of the authors 
behind The Northern Way, a new report outlining a Northern approach to reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions given the introduction of a carbon price.  
 
“Replacing diesel with locally-produced and stored energy not only reduces greenhouse gas 
emissions and can lower the cost of living, it can increase the energy security of remote 
Northern communities by protecting Northerners from the ups and downs of volatile 
markets.” 
 
In order to meet its global commitments toward confronting climate change, Canada has 
announced a nationwide price on carbon pollution starting at a minimum of $10/tonne in 
2018 and rising by $10 a year to $50/tonne in 2022. While such a tax will help achieve 
necessary reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, the fiscal impact on the Northwest 
Territories will amount to approximately $225 million over those five years -- a number that 
will continue to rise if the territory fails to meet its commitments.  
 
"The goal should be to reinvest that money back into emission reductions in the NWT 
through micro-grid renewable energy projects," says Miltenberger. 
 
According to Clean Energy Canada's latest annual assessment of renewable energy 
spending, energy investment across Canada, including in the NWT, has largely focused on 
large-scale projects, from natural gas to hydro -- many of which have not been realized and 
which have not meaningfully reduced greenhouse gases. Though some headway was made 
on solar power and energy efficiency in the territory, recent political developments show the 
GNWT may be once again considering expanding the Taltson hydro system with an 
expensive hydro intertie to service southern jurisdictions without immediate reductions of 
emissions in the NWT. 
 
There are opportunities in communities and industrial projects in the North to reduce diesel 
dependency through micro-grid systems that harness renewable energies like wind and 
solar. Successful examples of such a hybrid systems already exist in the NWT, such as in 
Colville Lake, where a solar-diesel-battery micro-grid has stabilized the power supply, 
significantly lowered diesel consumption, and resulted in lower power costs for residents. 
Similarly, a 9.2 MW wind farm at the Diavik diamond mine has already paid for itself by 
reducing diesel usage by 10%. 



 
“Hybrid micro-grids in diesel powered communities don’t price carbon out of the market; they 
eliminate it directly, increasing energy independence and addressing climate change in a 
way that doesn’t further financially hurt Northerners,” says report co-author Jack Van Camp, 
an environmental scientist and former board director for the Northwest Territories Power 
Corporation. 
 
Though small thermal communities should be considered the priority, the report shows that 
opportunities for savings through micro-grid systems also exist for Yellowknife, large thermal 
communities like Inuvik and Fort Simpson, and the diamond mines. Taken together, those 
opportunities could lead to a potential greenhouse gas reduction of over 200 kilotonnes per 
year, or 50% of emissions from electricity generation in the NWT. 
 
“Northerners are already challenged with high costs of living, paying more for their power 
than anywhere else in Canada,” says fellow co-author, lawyer Merrell-Ann Phare. “State-of-
the-art hybrid systems are the most practical way for the Northwest Territories to empower 
Northern communities to address high costs of living and the first hand impacts of climate 
change. Now that we have the federally-announced price on carbon, this approach is even 
more important and relevant.” 
 
For more information, please contact: 
 
Michael Miltenberger (867) 445-2916 or michael_miltenberger@icloud.com 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
  
 


